Identification
We discuss two issues in identification here. First, the relation of the score parameters λ 1 and λ 2 of booklet x and y to the complete set of score parameters λ * . Second, the relation of the item parameters b and c in the just created booklets to the item parameters of the complete set b * .
1.1.1 Identification of the score parameters. The relation between score parameters λ 1 and λ * will be described below, the relation between λ 2 and λ * follows easily. The fitted model to subset x concerning only the score parameters of this subset λ 1 is:
while the full model regarding the complete set of score parameters λ * and difficulty parameters c of booklet y is:
We can substitute n t=0 γ t (c)λ * x + +t in the numerator and denominator of Equation 2 with λ 1 from Equation 1 if for all s:
and likewise concerning λ 2 for all t:
The vector of score parameters of the complete set λ * is identified if all its elements occur in one of the linear transformations T 1 and T 2 :
which equals that the total matrix of transformations in Equation 5 is of full column rank. The identification of the item parameters is discussed next. 
Simulating response patterns for data augmentation
Response patterns need to be simulated to perform data augmentation in the proposed application, where a sum score for the missing part is provided by the observed part, see Equation 11 in the main text.
To impute scores on the unobserved items, we make use of the sufficiency of the sum score y + in the RM:
⇓ P (y|y
Note that we introduce a regular RM notation here involving θ for efficient sampling.
We utilize a method shown by Marsman, Maris, Bechger, and Glas (2017) to efficiently sample from conditional distributions. The main idea is, that if we keep sampling from the distribution in Equation 7 until we by chance simulate the sum score we need, then the simulated realization is distributed according to Equation 8, regardless of which value of θ was used for the simulation. Since the probability with which the needed sum score is generated depends on the choice of θ, we choose it to be the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate corresponding to the imputed sum score. We provide a simulation to demonstrate the performance of sampling response patterns. Response patterns with a score t = 70 are generated using an implementation based on the following pseudo-code:
A sequence of 100 items, with item difficulties ranging between -2 and 2, is used, andθ is estimated with ML estimation for t = 70.
The distribution of waiting time in iterations is illustrated in Figure 1 , using 10,000 replications. The graph illustrates that the number of iterations required is limited due to the estimation ofθ. In addition, iterations are computationally light, i.e., the average waiting time is about 15 ms on a mainstream laptop from 2010 using a script written in R (R Core Team, 2015). 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 
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